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Overview 

• Organisational Transformation through Inclusivity 

• The Strategic Role of HR

• Benefits of Inclusivity

• Meta Insights 

• An Integral Inclusive Leader 



Inclusivity 

A radical organisational transformational methodology which aligns 

the doing and the being side of the organisation around commonly 

defined principles and values, co-created by all. (Viljoen, 2014)

Supported by the following extension: 

It is a systematic approach that focuses on underlying beliefs and 

assumptions and challenges patterns in the individual group and 

organisational psyche to spend energy and engage in a 

sustainable, inclusive manner with the purpose of achieving shared 

consciousness. 



Sustainability thorough Inclusivity - energy on all dimensions
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The New World of Work 

• The complexity of the external environment and the challenges that

confront leadership today cannot be underestimated

• Multi dimensions of change that involve regulation, ever changing

technology, new competition and business models, market pressures

and constantly changing customer demands

• The future of organisations is becoming increasingly diverse

• The world of tomorrow will be vastly different from the reality of today

• New organisational and individual strategies and approaches will be

required to deal with this accelerated pace of change

• Themes in the new world of work include: a shift in the power dynamic

away from positional power to persona power, less line authority and

more influencing power, fewer direct reports to a more multi-disciplinary

team approach, fewer resources more challenges, a kaleidoscope of

differences in terms of diversity of thought



Systems Theory Applications 

• Organisations can be viewed as complex social and adaptive systems

• The essence of change is systematic, paradoxical, chaotic and

complex

• Systems thinking applies to any format organisation in any industry

• Employees often see the same thing but based on their unique way of

thinking often see things differently

• In order to understand the way in which decisions are made and

strategies implemented within an organisation one would need to

understand and acknowledge how employees within the organisation

view the system and what constitutes their world views

• By way of inclusivity as organisational transformational methodologies

co-creation of strategy can take place, significance can be created and

ultimately human capacity can be unleashed into the system to perform
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The soil needs the seed and

the seed needs the soil

One only has meaning with the other.

The same thing happens to human beings.

When male knowledge comes together with female transformation, then the great 

magical union takes place, 

which is called Wisdom.

Paulo Coelho

The Doing and The Being



Evolution of HR 

* Source: HR Dictionary 



Strategy and Organisational 

Behaviour 

• Strategy is an integral part of an organisation and about positioning the

organisation for the future

• In a rapidly changing, complex and uncertain environment in which

organisations has to grow and survive strategy is a given

• Strategy is a well-established concept that was initially created within a

military or war context

• Today strategy is about obtaining and maintaining a sustainable

competitive advantage within a very complex external market and

internal environment

• Strategic thinking is now a competence and priority of every manager

but the strategic approach and thinking of the future as well as

execution of the strategy ill be everyone’s responsibility



Inclusivity
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Outcomes 

This Integral Inclusivity Framework enables: 

• Large Scale organisational transformation impacting on socio-economic

benefits by systematically reviewing the collective system at every part

of the model.

• CEO’s & Strategic HR practitioners can apply this methodology to

strategize organisational transformation and to facilitate it.

• Providing concepts for measuring the current reality and narratively

providing the paradigm shifts that must occur in the integral ecology to

transform.

• Providing pre and post intervention description on ROI of

transformational intervention.

HR can by applying this philosophy transcend the traditional functionality 

and become true business partners, contributing to the ROI of the Human 

Capita Investment in the organisation 



Inclusivity benefits on all the different domains:

Individual domain: Personal growth, enhanced EQ, Personal effectiveness

Higher levels of consciousness

Allowing of differences, 

Hope, Pride.

Group domain: Enhanced group dynamics    
Less unconscious group dynamics, 

Innovation, Creativity.

Organisational domain: Trust, Conducive climate and growth,

Sense of Belonging, Commitment,

Retention of Talent

Societal context: Community Building, Localisation of Skill,

Reputable Employer

Engagement

Benefits of Inclusivity



• The DOING and BEING are equally important and should be dealt with as such

• Inclusivity is a Radical Transformational Strategy because we release voice

• Hope is created during this strategy – this energy, if not channeled can have 
negative implications

• Transformational leadership is needed to sponsor the process 

• Leadership strength and ethics on all organisational levels are critical

• Leadership of the future must manifest resilience to change as a common 
characteristic 

• Emotional intelligence development critical in order to deal with mature 
system dynamics

• Each action has a reaction – creating an inclusive system will lead to exclusion 
of other systems

• Behavioural engagement is unleashed through Inclusivity

• Human Resources must reclaim its rightful place on strategic level

Meta-Insights



1. Describe the psyche of the organisation and determine ROI of interventions

Through scientific diagnostic cultural sensitive longitudinal validated instruments

2. Release voice

“The most important thing is not the script but the story”

3. Listen with your eyes closed

“The best leader is the one who listens the best to the total organisation”

4. Speak in colours / frequencies

Translate for understanding and human niche

5. Remember what made us successful in the first place 

“If you want to move forward, look back, look back…”

6.  Position the people agenda as part of any strategic conversation

“Incorporate Safety, HR, Internal Branding and External Positioning strategies in line 
strategy”

An integral, inclusive leader:

7. Integrate 

“I would do anything for the simplicity at the other side of complexity”

7. Integrate, integrate, integrate  

“I would do anything for the simplicity at the other side of complexity”

8. Design Inclusivity 



If a old person dies, a library burns 

down . . .
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